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Happy Fiscal New Year and Happy Holidays
to everyone!
You may have received an email from our
VP-Membership, Larry DeVries. In his
message he explained some of the new
functions that have been added to the CLEP
website:
We have new webpage functionality as an
extension to the current website for your
review.
The Board members have recognized our
current website lacks features of some of
the modern websites of other professional
associations.
The new CLEP supplemental pages are
located at >> https://clep.wildapricot.org/
As this index page opens you will see
listed in summary the new functionality.
We are using this service provider to
provide new features to CLEP and the
features are provided from existing service
provider.
The new pages are viewable in desktop
browsers, on iPads and tablets, and on
smartphones. We think this adds to
accessibility and flexibility to the website
experience.
Visitors can view the index page above,
cannot Log In, but can see certain public
pages on the menu bar but not the
members-only pages.
Members in good standing (paid status)
are allowed to log in using the Log In
button on the top left of the index page.
This is a new feature as the current
website had no members-only features.
Your User Name is your email address
you used with prior communication with
CLEP. A usable Password is >>
CLEP_2019. You may set your own
Password via the Lost Password button.
(If you are not a member and use an email
address as a User Name you will receive
an error message trying to obtain a
password reset.)
For example, members can view the
Members Directory showing other

members. Members can also view and
comment on each of two private forums –
Professional and Council.
We think the ability of members to view and
contact other members will be a major
addition to CLEP functionality. Questions and
answers about Logistics topics can now be
exchanged in the Professional forum and
viewed by other members.
This functionality is a bridge between what
we have now and what is planned for a major
website revision. The time frame for a major
website revision to the current website has
not been determined.
One constraint is that the Join & Pay process
will remain as is currently done using the
current website. This should be transparent
to new and renewing members.
The purpose of this CLEP Supplemental
pages is to add functionality to the current
website. We hope you agree!!
Visitors - If you have comments you may
leave those with an email to >>
president@logisticsengineers.org
Members – Log In and leave comments as
indicated on the Contact page or in the
Council forum.
So, please be sure to check this out.

CLEP is also planning some events for 2020,
and we will be telling you more soon as plans
begin to come together. So, stay tuned.
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Calendar of Events
Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS) 2019 Conference, December 2-5, 2019, Phoenix
Convention Center, Phoenix, AZ; http://www.dmsmsmeeting.com/
DoD Maintenance Symposium/Defense Maintenance and Logistics Exhibition, December 9-12, 2019, Spokane, Washington;
https://www.sae.org/attend/dod/
Annual INCOSE International Workshop, January 25-28 2020, Torrance Marriott Redondo Beach,- 3635 Fashion Way,
Torrance, California 90503; https://www.incose.org/iw2020/home
66th Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium (RAMS) 2020, January 27-30, 2020, Marriott Renaissance in Palm
Springs, CA; http://rams.org/
AUSA - 2020 Global Force Symposium and Exposition, March 17-19 2020, Von Braun Center, Huntsville AL;
https://meetings.ausa.org/global/why_exhibit.cfm
Advanced Machinery Technology Symposium 2020, April 1-2, 2020, Philadelphia 201 Hotel, 201 N. 17th Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19103; http://www.navalengineers.org/Events/Event-Info/sessionaltcd/AMTS2020
Model-Based Enterprise Summit 2020, March 30 - April 3, 2020, NIST Campus, Gaithersburg MD; https://www.nist.gov/newsevents/events/2020/03/model-based-enterprise-summit-2020
Navy League - Sea-Air-Space Exposition, April 6-8, 2020, Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center, National Harbor, MD;
https://seaairspace.org/
The International WorkBoat Show, December 4-6, 2019, Morial Convention Center, 900 Convention Center Blvd, New Orleans,
LA 70130; https://www.sname.org/events/event-description?CalendarEventKey=c27a21b3-7238-4972-92bc6fe09295b0e8&Home=%2fevents%2fcalendar
2020 NDTA-DTMO Annual GovTravels Symposium, February 24-26, 2020, Hilton Mark Center Hotel, Alexandria, VA;
https://www.ndtahq.com/events/gov-travels/
AIA-Product Support & Technical Data Workshop, May 4-7 2020, Jacksonville, FL; https://www.aia-aerospace.org/event/2020product-support/
Air Force Association – 2020 National Convention, September 12-13 2020, National Harbor, MD
https://www.afa.org/events/calendar/2020-09-12/national-convention

There’s an APP for That
By Bill Kobren, Director, Logistics and Sustainment Center, Defense Acquisition University

For life cycle logistics and product support
professionals out there who may not already be
aware, quick reminder that DAU offers a powerful
Mobile App that puts a wide range of our online
resources right at your fingertips.
Just a few include the hundreds of articles in our
ACQuipedia database, the DAU Glossary, the
Defense acquisition Guidebook, the National
Defense Strategy, Acquisition Tools and Resources,
DAU Media Library, Acquisition Research Journal,
Acquisition Regulations, Ask-a-Professor, DAU
Alumni Association, Communities of Practice, DAU
Online Library, Defense Acquisition Magazine, and
as you would expect, access to our extensive

portfolio of online and instructor-led training and
workshops, among many others.
You can also sign up for automatic notifications
for the latest acquisition news, as well as the DAU
LOG Blog. How can I do that, you might ask?
Once you have downloaded the DAU Mobile App
on your mobile device, simply click on the
“Settings” gear at the top right corner of your
screen, select “News Filters”, and simply select
“LOG” to begin receiving real-time text message
notification of the latest logistics information
including new DAU LOG Blog posts.
Quick. Easy. Simple. Cost free. Give it a try.
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Navy Awards Second Multi-Year Electronic Warfare Systems Contract
to Lockheed-Martin for E-2D Carrier-based Early Warning Aircraft
by John Doyle
Lockheed Martin is progressing with a
second multi-year contract to upgrade
electronic warfare (EW) systems on the
Navy’s E-2D Advanced Hawkeye carrierbased early warning aircraft.
The five-year, $50.9 million contract
covers continued digital upgrading of
AN/ALQ-217 Electronic Support
Measure (ESM) systems for the
Advanced Hawkeyes, including the
remaining 75 E-2D aircraft the Navy is
expected to purchase under the current
program of record.
The AN/ALQ-217 ESM is a passive
sensor system that autonomously scans
the environment, providing a broad
situational awareness by detecting,
intercepting and geo-locating radio
frequency signals. It also can identify
weapon systems for operators,
including the type, function and mode
of intercepted emitters. The system
architecture divides the RF operating
range into three bands: low, medium
and high to allow a full 360-degree
acquisition in each band. Deliveries will

run from 2021 through 2024. Lockheed
Martin began providing analog ALQ-217
to E-2 aircraft in 1999.
The AN/ALQ-217 “uses a lot of the same
technology we have across our EW
capability,” said Joseph A. Ottaviano,
Lockheed Martin’s director of Electronic
Warfare Systems. In addition to the
second E-2D contract, awarded by the
Navy on July 28, Ottaviano discussed two
other Navy EW programs Lockheed
Martin is working on: the Multifunction
Modular Mast (MMM) subsystem of the
AN/BLQ-10 electronic warfare system for
Virginia, Los Angeles and Seawolf-class
submarines; and Block 2 of the long-term
surface warfare improvement program
(SEWIP).
SEWIP is an acquisition and incremental
development program to upgrade the
existing AN/SLQ-32 (V) electronic warfare
system, which was developed by
Raytheon in the 1970s. SEWIP enhances
shipboard EW for early detection,
analysis, threat warning and protection
from anti-ship missiles. Block 2 will
upgrade the EW system’s receiver and

antenna group with modern digital
technologies to meet the latest threats.
Modified software will set up a single,
unified interface with existing ship
combat systems.
Block 2 is in full rate production,
Ottaviano said adding the new
technology currently is mounted mostly
on destroyers but “it is designed for every
ship class” of combatants, including
cruisers, aircraft carriers and landing
transport docks (LPDs).
The Multifunction Modular Mast (MMM)
subsystem is part of an upgrade of the
AN/BLQ-10 EW system for Navy
submarines under terms of a $47 million
order made in 2018. The AN/BLQ-10
provides automatic detection,
classification, localization and
identification of potentially hostile radar
and communications signals at sea.
The AN/BLQ-10 processes signals from
the submarine’s imaging mast or
periscope when the boat is at periscope
depth. It provides threat warning to
avoid counter-detection and collision;
determines the number and location of
targets for subsequent prosecution; and
conducts intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR) to support the fleet
or battle group.

“Let us never
negotiate out of
fear. But let us
never fear to
negotiate.”
An E-2D Hawkeye assigned to the “Bluetails” of Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron
(VAW) 121 performs an arrested landing on the flight deck of the Nimitz-class aircraft carrier
USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN 72). Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Amber Smalley /
U.S. Navy

- John F. Kennedy
May 29, 1917 – November 22, 1963
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Artificial Intelligence Research and Development
By: Dr. Matthew P. Daniels, Technical Director, Machine Learning / Artificial Intelligence
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering

I. Vision for AI Research
Artificial Intelligence, or AI, remains in an age of
discovery. To create a pipeline of breakthroughs for
tomorrow’s economy and security, we must deepen our
commitment to AI research and engineering, as part of a
reinvigoration of research and invention in the United
States.
A common idea spans the work of Vannevar Bush,
director of defense research and development during
World War II, and decades of enterprises in Silicon Valley:
science and technology can help build a better American
future. In his letter to President Roosevelt in 1945, Bush
justified this optimism: “scientific progress is one
essential key to our security as a nation, to our better
health, to more jobs, to a higher standard of living, and to
cultural progress.”1
In the decades ahead, future AI technologies have the
potential to reshape the international security
environment, change the character of armed conflict,
and reshape the basis of our economic prosperity and
military power.
Our ability to navigate this future can be increased by
long-term thinking and investments today. We can
anticipate future U.S. opportunities opened by today’s AI
research:
 Smart cyber defense systems that imagine attacks
that have not yet been seen, and adapt themselves
to be resilient to them – evolving the cyber domain
toward a defense-advantaged environment
 Security and safety capabilities that can enable
networked, intelligent systems to operate on an
accountable, trustworthy basis
 New sensor fusion systems that can leverage
heterogeneous, proliferated sensors to provide
earlier indications and warning for national and
military leaders – as well as allow the U.S. and its
allies to better track and defend against advanced
missiles
 Intelligent applications that assist medical doctors
– accelerating diagnoses, revolutionizing
emergency medical treatment in the field, and
reducing medical errors
 Training systems that can enhance and
personalize education for military officers over
the span of their careers

This is not a race – races end, and we are strongest when
we build on our strengths rather than focusing on narrow
comparisons with others. In managing our efforts, our
approach must focus on how AI technologies enhance
our military, economic, and national advantages relative
to authoritarian governments — not on how niche AI
capabilities compare to those of others.
We must also focus on critical inputs to research and
engineering competitiveness, like access to first-rate
talent. Continuing to lead in scientific and technological
progress requires growing the American science and
technology (S&T) base through STEM education
programs, continuing to draw global talent to live and
work in the U.S., and growing new technology
collaborations with U.S. allies worldwide.
II. Our Approach
Our goals for AI research are simple:
 Future AI technologies will enhance the broad
foundations of U.S. security, including our national
military, economic, and scientific advantages.
 AI technologies will provide the U.S. with secure
and safe tools.
We are focusing our R&D efforts into three areas:
 Accelerating development of key AI applications
for DoD. These applications can be specific, but
collectively they span many areas, including: fusing
and leveraging highly networked and
heterogeneous sensors; AI-enhanced cyber and EW
capabilities; multi-domain C2; AI applications for
training, medicine, logistics, readiness, and
anticipating and responding to major catastrophes;
and AI applications to accelerate scientific
discovery and invention. Our approach must
manage uncertainty about how AI technologies,
and choices by other governments, will shape the
future of war – we will iteratively adapt our focus
areas as we learn in the years ahead. In places
where we already have clarity, we will pursue
ambitious breakthroughs – like AI systems capable
of producing Nobel-worthy scientific discoveries in
biotechnology and biomedical sciences.
 Creating a technological foundation for
trustworthy AI technologies, especially
trustworthy machine learning (ML) technologies.
Continued on page 9
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DMSMS 2019
2 - 5 December 2019 in Phoenix, AZ
DMSMS/Parts Obsolescence Symposium
You are invited to attend the 2019 Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS)/Parts
Obsolescence Symposium scheduled for December 2-5, 2019 in Phoenix, Arizona. You may also attend the concurrent
Defense Manufacturing Conference at no additional expense (by qualifying as active US Military, Government or current
DD2354 on file), giving you access to more technical information for the same travel cost. The expanded Exhibit Hall will
include all the leading organizations from both the DMC and DMSMS communities. Agenda, registration, and lodging
information will be posted on this website. You can also view links from past Symposiums, access proceedings and see
information about prior individuals and teams honored for their management of DMSMS/obsolescence programs. We
are looking forward to seeing you in Phoenix!
A Little More About DMSMS
Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages (DMSMS) issues result from, the loss, or impending loss, of
manufacturers or suppliers of items, raw materials, software or parts obsolescence. The Department of Defense (DoD)
loses a manufacturer or supplier when that manufacturer or supplier discontinues production and/or support of needed
items, raw materials, or software or when the supply of raw material is no longer available. A part is obsolete if it is outof-date and superseded by something new. While traditionally thought of as applying to electronic items, it is important
to be cognizant that a DMSMS/obsolescence issue can arise regarding any item within a system, including software and
non-electronic components—materials and structural, mechanical, and electrical (MaSME) items.
Hotel
Due the popularity of Phoenix and attendance to the Symposium, rates and/or room blocks may be sold out prior to
the cutoff date. Book early! The Hyatt Regency Phoenix is the main hotel for Symposium Attendees and is across the
street from the Phoenix Convention Center. The Phoenix Convention Center will host all meetings and events
scheduled for DMC and DMSMS.

Visit: WWW.DMSMSMEETING.COM
For Complete Details
Tentative Agenda At-A-Glance – Check website frequently for Agenda Updates
Sunday
Dec 1
AM
Noon
PM

Evening

Registration
3-6:00p

Monday
Dec 2

Tuesday
Dec 3

Wednesday
Dec 4

Training
Sessions

General
Session

Technical
Sessions

Open Lunch
Training
Sessions
Welcome
Reception Exhibit Hall
Opens

Group Luncheon
General
Session

Group Luncheon
Technical
Sessions

Networking
Reception

Thursday
Dec 5
Group Breakfast
General
Session
Open Lunch
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PS Magazine shifts to fully online information portal
By Robert Hill & Carol Jones, ASC RSA-Detachment

Effective Nov. 1, PS Magazine will
undergo its most significant
transformation ever. Its 64-page,
cartoon-illustrated magazine will
cease production, replaced with a
fully online, mobile-friendly
information portal. The URL for this
resource is
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil .
In order for PS to keep pace with
today's readers, its web portal will
provide the same valuable
information as the traditional
magazine but at a much quicker rate.
All articles will continue to be vetted
by technical experts for accuracy and
still have to be approved for public
release prior to them being posted.
But, instead of taking up to five
months to get maintenance and
supply information published, it will
take a matter of days to a few weeks.
Also, the portal's robust search
functionality will enable readers to
target and access the information
they need, right when they need it.
The mobile friendly web portal will
take the place of the current
smartphone app, which could be
cumbersome to navigate and read
depending on the device. The app,
available in the Apple and Google
stores, will be discontinued at the
end of 2019.
While the cartoons were fun and
helped to make PS Magazine iconic,
they took time to create, render, and
revise, and they were never as
important as the information they
helped to convey. While the
cartooning will largely disappear, the
magazine's signature characters such
as Master Sgt. Half-Mast, Bonnie,
Connie, Blade and Cloe will continue
their "service" as guides to

maintenance and supply information
on the new web portal.
Despite this significant change, the
core mission of the magazine
remains the same: to deliver timely
and accurate maintenance and
supply information to Soldiers and
maintenance personnel (both
military and civilian) that enables
them to enhance their readiness and
the readiness of their units and
fleets. Integral to this mission is
responding to Soldier and reader
inquiries.
The PS Magazine staff will continue
to respond to these inquiries, which
number over 1,000 annually.
PS Magazine will also keep its
designation as a technical bulletin
(TB-43-PS-Series). Each quarter, it
will compile all articles published
online within that quarter and

submit the compilation to the
Army Publication Directorate for
authentication.
During the next six to 12 months,
PS Magazine will primarily focus on
providing timely and accurate
readiness information to its
readers. Longer-term, the
magazine will explore ways to
bring additional relevant content
to its audience. This content will
include training videos, links to
other related websites, and
profiles of Soldiers and units
exemplifying a culture of
readiness.
For additional information, please
contact the supervisory editor at
(256) 955-0871 or by emailing
usarmy.redstone.asc.mbx.psmag@
mail.mil . Please put "Media
Inquiry" in the subject line.
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Marines meet the makers of the Amphibious Combat Vehicle
By Ashley Calingo, PEO Land Systems Public Affairs

Marines from the 3rd Assault Amphibian Battalion—
slated to receive the first of the Corps’ new Amphibious
Combat Vehicles—received the rare opportunity to visit
the ACV’s main production facility and meet with the
workforce building the vehicle.
On Oct. 16, representatives from Program Manager
Advanced Amphibious Assault at Program Executive
Officer Land Systems, Marine Corps Combat
Development Command, Combat Development and
Integration and 3rd AA Bn. visited one of the ACV’s
primary manufacturing facilities in York, Pennsylvania,
to tour the assembly line and speak with the contractors
in charge of building the Corps’ next-generation
vehicles.
Col. Kirk Mullins, program manager of AAA, under
which the ACV program falls, said the event was a
collective decision between himself and leadership at
BAE, the vehicle’s manufacturer.
“We thought it would be really good for the workforce to
actually meet some of the Marines for whom they’re
building the vehicle—the Marines who will take these
vehicles and employ them, potentially in harm’s way,”
said Mullins. “From a Marine perspective, we are
typically in ‘receive’-mode of new equipment, but we
never really truly understand or appreciate how much
work and effort goes into making that piece of
equipment.”
During the visit, Mullins and his team emphasized the
importance of delivering quality vehicles on schedule to
BAE’s workforce. In a message that resonated with
BAE’s workforce, Mullins stressed the collective
responsibility everyone has to provide the best possible
products to protect the men and women serving our
nation.
“What you do matters and how well you do it is
significantly important to the lives of Marines," said
Mullins to the workforce. “It’s important that we—the
collective we—give Marines the very best pieces of
equipment, specifically, the very best vehicles we can
provide to them. What you do is a matter of life or death
for a Marine on the battlefield."
From a high-level perspective, building each ACV is not
unlike building a car, albeit a highly sophisticated one.
Pieces must be welded together, parts will be
integrated and the systems require safety testing once
assembled.
Though certain components of the vehicle may be built
elsewhere, each vehicle itself is integrated and
assembled at York. For a day, the Marine Corps
customers were given a behind-the-scenes glimpse of
this all in action.
“Seeing the ACV in its various stages of production—
from bits and pieces of metal to a full tactical combat

vehicle—was definitely enlightening to me,” said Maj. Mark
Patridge, a logistics officer from 3rd AA Bn. “What surprised
me during our visit—aside from the high-tech stuff that they
have there to put the vehicles together—was the level of
artisanry, individual skills and personal work required to build
each vehicle. It’s actually a very high quality piece of
equipment that has had a lot of personal time, personal
attention and expertise put into it to be able to provide all of
the capabilities that the ACV provides.”
The ACV is the Corps’ answer to the decades-old Assault
Amphibious Vehicle, which has been in service since the
1970s. A next-generation vehicle designed to provide
increased lethality, survivability and protected mobility to the
warfighter, the ACV will be carrying and fighting alongside
Marines for generations to come.
“The ACV represents a new chapter in the development of
amphibious combat systems, not only building on lessons
learned within the amphibious assault community, but also
outside the community with its advanced communications
systems, weapons systems and the safety features the ACV
has to offer,” said Patridge. “The ACV has the potential to
enable many of the fundamental concepts—like
expeditionary advanced base operations and distributed
operations—that the Marine Corps is trying to put into
practice.”
The Marine Corps started accepting delivery of the ACV
earlier this summer. The AAA program office is currently
conducting live fire testing and performing logistics
demonstration procedures on the vehicles in preparation for
integration, operational tests and evaluation scheduled for
next summer.

Marines from the 3rd Assault Amphibian Battalion—slated to receive the first
of the Corps’ new Amphibious Combat Vehicles—sign the side of an unfinished
ACV at a manufacturing facility in York, Pennsylvania, on Oct. 16, 2019.
Marines from 3rd AA Bn. received the rare opportunity to visit the ACV’s main
production facility and meet with the workforce building the vehicle. (Courtesy
Photo)
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US, Norwegian student pilots train together in first allied F-35 basic course
By Airman Brooke Moeder, 56th Fighter Wing Public Affairs

ti
In a span of eight demanding months,
four 62nd Fighter Squadron student
pilots — two U.S. and two Norwegian —
will learn the ins-and-outs of the F-35A
Lightning II as they train through the firstever allied F-35 basic flight course, or Bcourse, beginning as novices and
developing into proficient and lethal
fighter pilots.
The 62nd FS activated in January 2015 at
Luke Air Force Base as a joint
international effort between Italy,
Norway and the United States for F-35
training. Student pilots from each of the
three nations fly Italian, Norwegian and
American F-35s under the guidance of
American and Norwegian instructor
pilots.
“This is the first allied basic course ever in
the F-35,” said Lt. Col. Christopher
Hubbard, 62nd FS squadron commander.
“Previously, only U.S. pilots learned to fly
the F-35 as their first fighter jet straight
out of pilot training. Now, for the first
time ever, Norwegian pilots are training
right alongside American pilots in the F35 B-course.”
The student pilots took their first flights
in the fifth-generation fighter on varying
dates in September and October,
familiarizing themselves with the F-35
and its components.
“The first flight was awesome,” said U.S.
Air Force 1st Lt. Nathanael Zilllweger,
62nd FS fighter student pilot. “It’s
interesting because in the simulator you
can’t feel the jet at all. On your first flight
the jet rumbles a little bit so you get a
feel for what it’s like to have 40,000
pounds of thrust at your back. That was
probably the best thing for me.”
The students employed their training as
they taxied onto the runway and rose
into the air, experiencing the power of
the F-35 for the first time.
“It was a great experience,” said a Royal
Norwegian Air Force fighter student pilot
assigned to the 62nd FS. “When you do
the first takeoff after only flying aircraft
in previous flights with smaller engines,

you can really feel the kick of the
aircraft accelerating on the runway. It
was really fun to achieve the goal of
flying a fighter jet for the first time.”
The student pilots train on smaller
aircraft prior to starting the F-35 Bcourse to learn the basics of military
flight operations.
While attending Undergraduate Pilot
Training, student pilots fly the T-6 Texan
II — a two-seat, single propeller trainer.
Next, they’ll fly the T-38 Talon, which is
a two-seat twin-engine jet trainer, said
Capt. Sake, 62nd FS Norwegian flight
commander and instructor pilot.
Flying-instrument information on the T6 and T-38 lay the foundation for
success, preparing the student pilots to
tackle the F-35’s components. The F-35
B-course provides an in-depth
orientation to the fifth-generation
fighter.

The first phase of the F-35 B-course is a
month of classroom basics to identify how
each system in the F-35 works. The second
phase is ground-simulator training,
performing hours of local and emergency
procedures, along with other simulations.
The last phase includes hands-on training,
and the students are paired into
operational squadrons where instructor
pilots teach academics and the students fly
the F-35 for the first time, said Sake.
“In some ways, the T-38 is actually a little
bit more challenging to maneuver just
because the flight controls are very
mechanical, whereas the F-35s are more
electrical,” said a Royal Norwegian Air
Force student pilot. “The F-35 handles a
little bit easier even though it has more
power and thrust.”
In March 2020, the student pilots are
scheduled to attend exercise Red Flag at
Nellis AFB, Nevada. Red Flag is an annual
exercise in which student pilots experience
realistic combat simulations. As a

A 62nd Fighter Squadron Norwegian fighter pilot student takes off for the first time in an F-35A
Lightning II, Oct. 2, 2019, at Luke Air Force Base, Ariz. Prior to beginning the first-ever allied F-35
basic course, student pilots fly a two-seat, single propeller T-6 Texan II and a two-seat, twin-engine
T-38 Talon to familiarize themselves with flying. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman Brooke Moeder)
(Continued on Page 10)
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Artificial Intelligence

Continued from page 4

Modern AI and ML systems are
currently brittle, can have
unexpected behaviors that are
unsafe, and present new
software security risks. Despite
these challenges, modern ML
capabilities will be increasingly
woven into our society,
economy, and global military
systems in the years ahead. We
can look to past decades for a
powerful lesson on what
happens when security is not
sufficiently prioritized: security
was not a leading concern
during the creation of
information technology
infrastructure, and today we
face recurring cybersecurity
challenges as a result. We must
approach AI technologies
differently, focusing on security
early and broadly. To that end,
we will grow our work
substantially in AI security,
safety, and resilience – and
invest to mature AI engineering
as a discipline. Our focus will
particularly include trustworthy
AI decision-making, basic
research in machine
understanding, secure use of AI
technologies as part of larger
integrated systems, and robust
ML methods. This work will also



provide a foundation for AI
applications that continue to
preserve human accountability in
military operations.
Investing in infrastructure for AI
research and development. The
U.S. has structural advantages for
AI R&D, as well as for national
security application of AI
research: the U.S. continues to
have the world’s best research
universities and research talent;
the DoD has globally unparalleled
access to militarily-relevant data;
the U.S. has a global network of
allies and partners with whom to
collaborate on research
initiatives; and we have the
world’s best-trained military
officers, who are best positioned
to use AI technologies in new
ways. Our efforts for the years
ahead will focus on three areas
first:
1) Deepening our ability to
leverage unique data and
sensors that have been
maintained by the U.S. national
security community for decades
– from classified datasets
produced by advanced sensors
to data from the Defense
Health Agency that can drive
new breakthroughs in American
biomedical sciences.

2) Expanding AI R&D
coordination and
collaboration with U.S.
allies.
3) Deepening our commitment
to the American S&T talent
base, primarily through
fellowships and scholarships
for U.S. STEM graduate
students and early-career
research faculty. In
developing the S&T base,
we will prioritize growing AI
engineering as a full
engineering discipline with
rigorous principles of
analysis, design, and quality.
We will also continue to
improve mechanisms for the
national security community
to hire top talent to work on
extraordinary problems for a
period of time – through
special appointments like
Highly Qualified Experts
(HQEs) and
Intergovernmental
Personnel Act (IPA)
Assignments, and by
building new bridges
between fellowships,
scholarships, and
extraordinary Defense
laboratories.

"A sound logistics plan is the foundation upon which a war operation
should be based. If the necessary minimum of logistics support
cannot be given to the combatant forces involved, the operation
may fail, or at best be only partially successful."
- ADM Raymond A. Spruance
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US, Norwegian student pilots (Continued from Page 8)
multinational exercise, the students will practice flying with
different countries, allowing them to build on their skills, Sake said.
“Red Flag is the long-term big goal that I’m looking forward to,” said
a Royal Norwegian Air Force fighter student pilot. “I think we need
to take in everything that happens along the way because that’s
going to be the building blocks that’s going to lead us there.
Everything we’re doing from this point on is things we’ve never
seen before, at this scale at least. Everything is interesting and fun.”
The U.S. and Norwegian instructors have high expectations for their
four student pilots.
“They’ve been very strong up to this point,” Sake said. “We expect
them to continue that strong trend, to be prepared and ready to
stand up on their own.”

The Norwegian and U.S. student pilots that are training
together are making history and strengthening foreign partner
relationships.
“This is a huge milestone for the 62nd FS, 56th Fighter Wing,
U.S. Air Force and Royal Norwegian Air Force,” Hubbard said.
“This interoperability means that all F-35 partners are, or will
be, training on the same airplane, using the same syllabus,
operating off the same tactics manual and going through the
same training pipeline. The benefits to this commonality are
just starting to be seen, but will undoubtedly give allied combat
efforts a huge advantage in future conflicts.”
Editor’s note: Due to foreign partner sensitivities, the names of
the Royal Norwegian Air Force members are undisclosed.

Army Medical Logistics Command Receives Distinctive Unit Insignia
By C.J. Lovelace

"Prepare, Deploy, Sustain."
Those words are proudly displayed on the
Army Medical Logistics Command's new
distinctive unit insignia, approved by the
Army Institute of Heraldry in October 2019.
The AMLC, headquartered at Fort Detrick in
Frederick, Md., was created through an
Army restructuring last year and was
ceremoniously activated Sept. 17 to serve
as the Army's primary medical logistics and
sustainment command.
The new insignia serves a symbolic
representation of the AMLC and its
responsibilities worldwide -- to project and
sustain medical materiel capabilities and
data for the Army and Joint Forces.
Capt. Zachary Patterson said the insignia
underscores the AMLC's mission and helps
build confidence within the command.
"I think it is a good visual representation of
our responsibility to provide medical
logistics support," said Patterson, support
operations officer for the AMLC. "It fits our
mission."
As a new major subordinate command of
the Army Materiel Command, the AMLC is
responsible for managing the global supply
chain and medical materiel readiness
across the total force.
The AMLC is led by Col. Michael B. Lalor
and has three direct reporting units,
including the U.S. Army Medical Materiel

Agency, the U.S. Army Medical Materiel
Center-Europe and the U.S. Army Medical
Materiel Center-Korea.

mission of enabling readiness through the
planning, preparing and executing of
medical logistics support.

According to the artists at the Institute of
Heraldry, the maroon-and-silver color
scheme coincides with the traditional
colors of the Army Medical Department. A
blue disc inside the maroon band is a
reference to the earth, signifying the
AMLC's global posture.

A single white star, conveying the
organization's status as a 1-star command,
is centered in the design.

The two serpents, facing one another,
were adapted from the Army Medical
Corps branch insignia that denotes the
concept of medical hearing. Their tails
wrap around the band bearing the AMLC
motto, further suggesting the close
connection between the command's
duties and the Army's ability to provide
medical care to those in need.
Expressive of a guiding light, the torch in
the center characterizes the AMLC's

Col. Edgar G. Arroyo called the insignia's
approval a "huge milestone" for the
organization as work continues to
formalize its identity as the primary
medical materiel sustainment entity
within the Army and Department of
Defense.
"In the future, the AMLC will be key and
essential to prepare the Army and DOD to
respond to bigger threats," said Arroyo,
AMLC's deputy chief of staff for
operations, planning and training.
"It's a huge milestone for us because it
brings us identity and solidifies our roles
and responsibilities," he said.
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Army Maritime Service provides logistical support to Operation Spartan
Shield
By Staff Sgt. Robert Waters

U.S. Army Soldiers and Vessel contribute to maintaining
regional security and stability in Kuwait.
Aboard the Logistical Support Vessel - 5 (MG Charles P
Gross), Warrant Officer Brandon Tune views the waters off
the coast of Kuwait Naval Base. Today, the vessel is playing
host to the 511th Engineer Dive Detachment and Kuwait
Fire and Rescue Service during a joint training exercise.
The exercise building partnerships and sharing of
knowledge and experiences among U.S. and Kuwaiti
forces.
Tune said his job is, "the best kept secret in the Army." He
started his Army career as a Combat Medic, 68W, then
became a Practical Nurse, 68C. Tune, who was a Sergeant
First Class, then heard about the Army Maritime Service
through an email for a pilot program open to all Army
military occupational specialties to become a Maritime
Warrant Officer. Now in the Warrant Officer Corps, he still
gets to lead Soldiers "due to the small amount of crew, the
first, second, and third mates act as quasi-platoon
sergeants," Tune said.
In the past, the Logistical Support Vessel (LSV-5) has
participated with in-stream cargo transfer with Military
Sealift Command vessels in the Arabian Sea. The LSV-5 is a
seafaring vessel, capable of crossing the ocean, fully
manned and commanded by Soldiers.

The LSV-5 has a range of 8,500 nautical miles, and a
cargo capacity of 2,000 short tons. This translates to 48
double stacked 20-foot intermodal containers, 26 M-1
Main Battle Tanks, 30 M-2/M-3 Bradley Fighting
Vehicles, or 37 M1127 Strykers. Besides the three
onboard cranes, another unique feature is the large
ramp at the front of the vessel that allows the LSV to
move cargo/vehicles from a larger vessel, directly to the
shore.
"Some of the great things about being in the boat field is
the ability to see the world, not just from the land but
from the sea as well," said Chief Warrant Officer 3 Gary
Bosler, LSV-5's vessel master. "Our missions throughout
the Centcom Area of Responsibility (CENTCOM AOR)
transporting rolling stock, containers, any and everything
that can get loaded onto the deck to support the overall
mission of Spartan Shield and anything else we can do to
help out the warfighters." Bosler has been an active duty
mariner for 18 years.
Bosler said the Maritime Service is always looking for
talented individuals.
"The maritime field MOS is the best kept secret in the
Army," Bosler said. "We are able to do things here that
will translate into job opportunities on the outside. You
learn a valuable skill set, and get a great education."
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Defense Logistics Agency Aviation Strives to Reach Secretary of
Defense’s 80% Mission Capable Goal
By CDR. Lesley Donelson - Chief, Fusion Operation Branch, Navy Customer Facing Division, Customer Operations Directorate, Defense Logistics
Agency Aviation, Chief, Fusion Operation Branch, Navy Customer Facing Division, Customer Operations Directorate, Defense Logistics Agency
Aviation

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
Aviation is the aviation demand and
supply chain manager for the DLA
enterprise, and provides aviation
support for more than 21 Navy
weapon systems and almost
436,000 Sailors around the globe.
Employing more than 3,800 civilian
and military personnel in 18
locations across the United States,
DLA Aviation supports more than
1,700 weapon systems, and is the
U.S. military’s integrated materiel
manager for more than 1.2 million
national stock number items,
industrial retail supply, and depotlevel repairable acquisitions. DLA
Aviation has six industrial support
activities (ISAs), three of which
deliver airpower solutions to the
Navy fleet readiness centers at
Cherry Point, North Carolina;
Jacksonville, Florida; and San Diego,
California. These ISAs are led by
Supply Corps commanders who
report directly to DLA Aviation. The
remaining three ISAs support air
logistics complexes in Utah,
Oklahoma, and Georgia.
In 2018, former Secretary of
Defense (SECDEF) James Mattis
initiated a dynamic force
employment and a mission capable
(MC) 80%readiness initiative.
Alongside the SECDEF’s initiative,
the Navy’s Air Boss, Vice Adm.
DeWolfe Miller III, commander,
Naval Air Forces and commander,
Naval Air Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet,
set a goal to increase Super Hornet
readiness from around 270 MC
aircraft, on a mostly traditional
deployment schedule, to 341 F/A-

18 Super Hornets deployable at any
given time. This initiative aligned
with DLA’s strategy to help rebuild
the Navy fleet to meet increased
readiness demands, which involved
DLA taking an initial financial risk in
order to have materiel on hand when
it was needed by the Navy.
Initially in 2018, DLA devised three
Super Hornet investment strategies
totaling approximately $101.4
million, implemented in increments.
The strategies included buying stable
and high demand parts in support of
retail supply and direct order
fulfillment; investing in 538 national
stock number items focused on lowperforming, flight line degraders;
indirect investments in industrial
support safety stock levels; and
additional contractor support at DLA
Aviation’s industrial support activities
on Navy air stations.
Since initial investments, DLA
Aviation has placed logistic support
representatives at Naval Air Stations
Lemoore, California, and Oceana,
Virginia to assist in tracking and
acquiring readiness. In addition, DLA
Aviation developed a strategic
alliance initiative to focus on 1,425
national stock numbers on a Boeing
captains of industry contract that will
continue to facilitate performancedriven contracts, increasing materiel
availability.
Each of the targeted investments in
human capital and wholesale
inventory levels have contributed to
an improved materiel availability
year-over-year from 85.29% in
January 2018 to 90.2% in June 2019,
and reduced backorders from 7,027

to 6,456 during the same time
period despite increased order
volume across air stations and depot
activities.
DLA Aviation continues to support
the warfighter at every turn, from
the deck plate to flag-level
engagement. DLA Aviation is a major
stakeholder in the readiness Aircraft
on Ground (AOG) cell at
Commander, Naval Air Force
Atlantic (CNAL), Norfolk, Virginia,
that has returned a rolling monthly
average of 70 F /A-18 E/F AOG
aircraft per month to MC status
since its Nov. 13, 2018 inception;
with a total aircraft inventory of
552. DLA Aviation is a key AOG
member in providing parts for quickturn maintenance solutions to
increase MC rates for shore-based
aircraft.
CNAL AOG director, assigned to
Commander, Fleet Readiness Center
in Patuxent River, Maryland, who is
working as the CNAL AOG director in
Norfolk, Virginia. “DLA Aviation is a
key contributor to the AOG cell,
providing all its expediting tools to
continue to surpass the 300 MC
aircraft mark, and to continue to
work toward reaching 341 MC
aircraft.”
In addition, DLA Aviation is integrally
engaged in providing immediate
parts support to phased
maintenance interval aircraft repair
lines. DLA Aviation senior leaders’
engagements are key to the Naval
Sustainment System where
participation at the boots-onground
level is paramount to building
relationships and
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Secretary of Defense’s 80% Mission Capable Goal Continued from Page 12
seeing/hearing/responding to the warfighter’s needs.
Capt. Trey Ryker, chief, Navy Customer Facing Division,
Customer Operations Directorate, DLA Aviation,
reinforces the impact of senior leadership engagement
in the boots-on-the-ground events. “Our DLA Aviation
senior leaders, formerly Air Force Brig.
Gen. Linda Hurry, currently Air Force Brig. Gen. David
Sanford, DLA Aviation commander and Charlie Lilli, DLA
Aviation deputy commander, are heavily involved in all
Naval Aviation Enterprise (NAE) meetings and processes.
They attend all NAE boots-on-ground events led by the
Navy’s Air Boss, Commander Naval Air Systems
Command, and the Deputy Commandant for Aviation,

Headquarters Marine Corps, to afford themselves the
opportunity to see first-hand how maintenance and
supply activities have incorporated better business
practices to improve readiness and to elevate
performance to plan barriers to solve readiness
challenges.”
DLA Aviation has demonstrated its commitment to the
Navy by achieving its key milestone of reaching 90%
materiel availability. Supply chain integration is a team
sport, and DLA Aviation is a key contributor to the
Navy’s endeavors to achieve the SECDEF’s MC80 and
Navy’s Air Boss’ 341 MC aircraft initiative.

HOW CAN WE BETTER SERVE YOU?

The Council of
Logistics Engineering
Professionals

As we continually strive to meet the
requirements and of our Logistics
Community, we need to hear from you
concerning what you would like to see
CLEP accomplish in the future to better
serve you.
Do you have a need for workshops on
particular subjects, job assistance, or
filling job requirements on a program
within your organization? We can help.
Contact us by email, phone, or stop by
our web site at

www.logisticsengineers.org and let us
know how we can assist or serve you
better.
We also need your help. As we have
begun our new program year, we need
volunteers to serve on our committees.
If you have a talent in a particular area
and would like to participate on a
committee, please contact us.
If you would like to submit an article for
our newsletter, please contact Bill Horne
(bhorne1@cox.net).

Join the Conversation, Discussion and Networking at:

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1358457&trk=h
b_side_g

CLEP Information

http://logisticsengineers.org

The Council of Logistics Engineering Professionals is a professional
organization composed of individuals devoted to enhancing logistics
technology, education, and management. For membership information or
if you are interested in starting a Chapter in your area, contact Larry
DeVries (membership@logisticsengineers.org) or Bill Horne
(bhorne1@cox.net).

